Newsletter for the week of December 17th, 2021

Christmas Shows from
Nursery and Reception…

Dear All,
The end of this exciting, if unpredictable,
busy term full of sharing, laughter and
some very hard work brings the final
newsletter of 2021, with some glimpses of a
Hot chocolate and
cinnamon buns to
celebrate Christmas🌲

special week in and out of school. Enjoy!
The two Oak trees, with acorns lovingly created by the children
and presented to Mme. Scharf to celebrate her many years of
teaching French at BISB … Thank you!

Dear All,
It’s hard to believe that we are nearly at Christmas already – this first term since September has flown
past and, as ever, the children have risen to the challenges wonderfully as the weeks have gone on and
shown resilience and flexibility in adapting to whatever changes have been necessary!
Whether it is in bubbles or out of them, without masks or with them, with a whole class or just the
valiant few, the overwhelming delight of being together and being part of a greater community carries
the children through each day with their usual enthusiasm and good cheer (and a lot of noise!). It has
become increasingly apparent over the ups and downs of the last two years, that it is this collective
spirit, and the children’s uncomplicated joy of being together, that is so essential to all of us, and that
the energy generated makes such a positive difference as we navigate the uncertainties that continue
to prevail in society in general.
We have very much appreciated your support over the last few weeks and your vigilance in respecting
quarantine rules and in taking care over not sending your children to school if they seem slightly unwell.
It is difficult to see what the regulations might be for our return in January, but we will keep you
informed if there are any changes and then continue to find the best possible ways to adapt our internal
organisation as necessary. The start of the Spring term clubs will be postponed until we know the extent
to which children need to be in bubbles and the ‘extra’ Art, Chess and Running club sessions from this
term will also be fitted in, once clubs are possible. The KS1 and KS2 shows will also be rescheduled and
performed in style … at some point next term! The Nursery and Reception shows have been recorded
this week, as has the ‘practice’ KS1 show and these can be watched on the website.
There is one major change in January, as Mme. Scharf, our long-standing French teacher, will no longer
be with us. Mme. Scharf was one of the first teachers to join BISB when the school was founded and is
leaving after 20 years of hard work and dedication to establishing French as a valued pillar of our
educational programme. We wish her all the very best in the future and hope that she finds new
challenges and the time to enjoy them. The children thoroughly enjoyed producing beautiful acorns to
create two ‘BISB Oak trees’ to present to Mme. Scharf to remind her of the time she has spent at school
and all the children she has taught. She has seen many ‘little acorns’ growing towards ‘mighy oaks’!
We wish you all a very peaceful holiday break, hoping that you have time to enjoy being together as
families even if it is not possible to enjoy celebrations with families and friends in the same way as usual.
There will at least be time to appreciate those small pleasures of life that tend to get lost in the rush of
everyday life – make the most of them and take care of yourselves. We look forward to seeing you all
back for 2022, with all it has to offer!
We wish you a very Happy Christmas and a peaceful, healthy New Year from all at BISB. ✨🎄✨
…Year 1 & 2 performing Eddie and
the Penguins save the Planet

Well done to everyone for a week of hard work, and a particular well done to the following:

Stars of the
Week
Nursery:
To all the super stars for their singing and smiles in our great Christmas show!
Reception:
Anaisha, for the beautiful work done with her Christmas crafts.
Sai Ananya, for her outstanding work with patterns.
Year 1:
Harshit, for always being so friendly and helpful. We do appreciate it Harshit!
Jenil, for super spelling and making sure that your writing is very neat.
Year 2:
Tanay, for being consistently helpful and reliable.
Ektha, for her initiative and creativity in poetry writing.
Year 3:
Mihir, for working hard at home and sending in so much homework!
Ovi, for her impeccable online manners and behaviour, and for her beautiful postcard for Mme
Scharf.
Year 4:
Arjun, for showing motivation and persistence to do all of his assignments during his two-week
period of online learning – well done!
Kecia, for super spelling in our Mrs C end of Autumn term spelling kahoot quiz.
Year 5:
Rhithul for his outstanding hockey performance on 'the ice'.
Year 6:
To you all, for your superb concentration, effort
and determination in creating your beautiful, detailed
watercolour and pencil acorns for Mme. Scharf. You
thought it wasn’t possible, but you did it!!

Year 5 boys
enjoying the pop-up
café in the park!

Information for the
holidays…
•

Please note that the 90-day deadline for written notice of departure for the end of the
Spring term (Friday, 1st April) falls on Saturday, 1st January. Please notify us before this
date if your child will be leaving BISB; this will ensure that your deposit can be
refunded.
•

The Spring Term starts promptly at 9h on Monday, 10th January 2022. We look
forward to seeing everyone back after the winter break.

• The second group of year 2 children will be going to the Castle Club in Wezembeek for
swimming lessons from the first week back in January. Please remember that they should wear
PE uniform (jogging bottoms and t-shirt) and have their swimming costume, hat and a big towel
in a separate small bag. Please also make sure that they have a spare set of underwear, just in case
they forget to take it off! We have had a lot of soggy bottoms in the first group….
• Given the current uncertainty about Covid regulations for next term, we will
not be starting clubs immediately, but will wait to see when it is possible to start
again and will then send out the information. Fingers crossed!
•

If you need a receipt for reimbursements or have questions about financial matters, please
email Mr. Prescott at bisbbursar@telenet.be

•

GSM number for the Oak Building (Years 3, 4, 5 &6) : 0468 45 87 76

And a fitting thought to start the
holiday…

The joys of reading as our Reception
children begin to read by themselves
✨✨

KS2 pupils created acorns from fine
pencil drawings, to which they added
ink and watercolour detail and
shading.
…KS2 pupils, some of whom
have had French with Mme.
Scharf since Nursery.

Nursery, Reception, Years
1 and 2 worked really
hard on fingerprint
acorns and detailed
colouring on doodle
acorns…

…Yr 2 starfish at swimming

…’ice’ hockey in the Park!

